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consistent with values corresponding to very early phases of a major burst of star formation. The spatial contour maps and surface brightness profiles of CNELGs reveal the presence of high surface brightness knots surrounded by a diffuse exponential-like component and sometimes accompanied by fans and tails. Since the knots tend to also have bluer colors, they are identified as the location of the current starburst. The diffuse component is interpreted to be an older underlying population. With the current burst estimated from the rest-frame ( ) B Ϫ V colors and mass-to-light ratios to involve typically ∼10% of the galaxy mass, CNELGs are predicted to fade by Շ4 mag to reach the low luminosities and surface brightnesses of bright spheroidal galaxies, such as NGC 205. These new results provide further support for our previous suggestion that these distant, low-mass, starburst galaxies may be the progenitors of today's bright spheroidals. In contrast, although the four FBGs have similar colors and mass-to-light ratios to CNELGs, they will most likely not evolve into spheroidals but will resemble small, star-forming disk galaxies. Subject headings: cosmology: observations -galaxies: compact -galaxies: evolutiongalaxies: formation -galaxies: fundamental parameters 1. INTRODUCTION Compact narrow emission line galaxies (CNELGs) are lowmass starburst systems at redshifts , similar to nearby z Շ 1 H ii galaxies (Koo et al. 1994 (Koo et al. , 1995 Guzmán et al. 1996 ; see also Phillips et al. 1997; Guzmán et al. 1997) . Using singleburst evolutionary stellar population models, Koo et al. (1995) estimate that, without additional star formation, CNELGs can fade by mag to match the low luminosities and DM ∼ 4-7 B surface brightnesses of spheroidal galaxies (Sphs; also called dwarf ellipticals). The assumption of no major star formation events after the current burst is consistent with energetic arguments that any remaining gas would be blown away in supernova-driven galactic winds (Dekel & Silk 1986; Guzmán et al. 1996) . However, CNELGs may still have an underlying older population large enough to reduce the amount of fading and thus prevent them from reaching the low luminosities and surface brightnesses characteristic of Sphs. Such an underlying population has been observed in local blue compact dwarfs (Papaderos et al. 1996) and H ii galaxies (Telles & Terlevich 1997) . In this Letter, we reassess the amount of fading in CNELGs considering new evidence for an older, underlying stellar component revealed in the optical structure and colors of five CNELGs and four slightly more extended faint blue The sample was chosen from a set of CNELGs and FBGs at (Koo & Kron 1988) . Ground-based measurez ∼ 0.03-0.7 ments of magnitudes, colors, redshifts, and line strength ratios, as well as emission line velocity widths measured from highresolution echelle spectra, are given in Koo et al. (1995) . HST observations consist of two exposures taken with WFPC2 through filter V 606 and another two exposures through I 814 , with relative offsets of ∼1Љ from the first to second exposure in each filter. Total exposure times were 700 s in V 606 (except for Herc 13925 and Herc 13088, which were observed for 800 s) and 900 s in I 814 (except for Herc 13925 and Herc 13088, which were observed for 1000 s). The CNELGs were observed at the center of the Planetary Camera, while the FBGs were observed with the Wide Field Camera. The images were bias-subtracted, flat-fielded, cosmic-ray cleaned, and combined following standard procedures using IRAF tasks and our own software. Curves of growth were derived from circular aperture photometry centered at the intensity-weighted centroid in each filter (both before and after deconvolving with the PSF of the WFPC2) and used to measure the apparent total magnitudes and angular half-light radii (r e ). The effect of the PSF on these parameters is found to be negligible. We also measured various concentration indices that will be analyzed in a subsequent paper (Jangren et al. 1998 ameterize the size of our sample galaxies. The typical uncertainty in these measurements is 7%. Curves of growth, total magnitudes, and sizes are used to derive apparent surface brightness profiles m(r), absolute blue luminosities M B , linear half-light radii R e , and blue average surface brightnesses SB e within R e . We also measured ( ) colors within an ap-
erture whose diameter is approximately 4 times r e . Finally, restframe ( ) aperture colors and gradients were derived using B Ϫ V Fukugita et al.'s (1995) k-corrections and color transformations. The typical uncertainty in these values is estimated to be ∼0.08 mag. This information is summarized in Figure 1 (Plates L1 and L2).
MORPHOLOGY, SURFACE BRIGHTNESS PROFILES, AND COLOR GRADIENTS
The contour maps of the V 606 images for our galaxy sample are shown in the first column of panels in Figure 1 . CNELGs show a variety of structure: compact cores surrounded by smooth, regular isophotes (SA 57Ϫ17731 or SA 57Ϫ5482); disturbed isophotes due to the presence of fans and tails (SA 57Ϫ7042); or multiple, smaller compact regions (SA 57Ϫ1501 or SA 57Ϫ10601). Similar morphologies have been observed in nearby H ii galaxies (Telles & Terlevich 1997) , suggesting the existence of large H ii regions surrounded by an underlying population. To assess the relative importance of the current starburst in CNELGs as compared with any underlying component, we have isolated the compact regions (arguably, the location of the starburst). Following a similar procedure to that commonly used for nearby H ii galaxies (e.g., Telles & Terlevich 1997) , we first identify the underlying component by fitting an exponential law to the I 814 surface brightness profile in the outer regions of the galaxy (i.e., outside R e ). The resulting disk scale length and central surface brightness are used to model a purely exponential object whose luminosity is scaled to the total galaxy luminosity in V 606 . This model galaxy defines the diffuse underlying population, which is then subtracted from the original V 606 galaxy image to produce the residual contour maps shown in the second column of panels in Figure  1 . The residual maps reveal a major high surface brightness component in CNELGs that dominates the luminosity distribution within R e . The size of such compact regions, as determined by their FWHM, is typically ∼1 kpc. This size is characteristic of giant extragalactic H ii regions such as 30 Dor in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Walborn 1991 ).
An alternative method for discriminating between the starburst and the underlying component is to construct a twodimensional color map of the entire galaxy. Given the redshift range of most of our sample galaxies, the V 606 and I 814 filters map approximately into rest-frame B and V. A far more sensitive color for assessing possible stellar population differences within these extreme star-forming systems is, however, the restframe ( ) color (e.g., Salzer et al. 1998 regions shown in the residual maps correspond to the bluest regions in each galaxy [typically ∼0.2 mag bluer than the surroundings in rest frame ( )], thus supporting our inter-B Ϫ V pretation of the high surface brightness areas as the location of the most recent star formation.
The I 814 surface brightness profiles m(r) are shown in the third column of panels in Figure 1 . Most CNELGs exhibit steep profiles, with the local surface brightness decreasing rapidly by ∼5 mag at only 1Љ from the center. Superimposed on the data we show the fits to the outer regions adopted to model the underlying galaxy (solid lines). The profiles are often well fitted by an exponential law outside R e , although they may also show small "bumps" due to the presence of fans, tails, and multiple compact regions revealed in the contour maps. Inside R e , the profiles tend to show a significant enhancement in surface brightness corresponding to the compact bluer component described above. The overall galaxy profile can be well fitted using the generalized exponential function introduced by Sérsic (1968) . The average power index derived for the CNELG sample is ; i.e., the average profile is steeper than a ϩ0.10 n ϭ 0.5 Ϫ0.06 simple exponential law ( ) but shallower than the typical n ϭ 1.0 profile of elliptical galaxies ( ). The exponential fits to n ϭ 0.25 the outer regions yield an average rest-frame blue central surface brightness mag arcsec Ϫ2 for the CNELG 0 m ϭ 18.6 ‫ע‬ 0.4 B sample. This value is about 3 mag brighter than that characteristic of spiral galaxies (Freeman 1970) but consistent with those observed in nearby H ii galaxies (Telles & Terlevich 1997) . Finally, the rest-frame ( ) color gradients are shown in B Ϫ V the fourth column. Within the uncertainties of our photometry, the observed gradients do not support significant color changes [i.e., mag] across the galaxy in most CNELGs.
There is, however, a slight trend in the gradients in the sense that the bluest color measurements are found normally in the inner regions of the galaxy. Indeed, the ( ) color of B Ϫ V CNELGs within R e is, on average, mag bluer than 0.14 ‫ע‬ 0.05 that outside R e .
The remaining four FBGs differ from the CNELGs in the sense that FBGs exhibit larger angular and linear sizes; the bluer, higher surface brightness regions tend to be located outside the galaxy center and are more extended; the average central surface brightness derived from the exponential fits is about 1 mag fainter (i.e., mag arcsec
to those values characteristic of small, high surface brightness disk galaxies; see Tully et al. 1998) ; and their color profiles tend to be bluer at larger radii (except for Herc 13088), more consistent with the observed color gradients in normal disk galaxies. In summary, the structure, surface brightness profiles, and color gradients shown in Figure 1 suggest that CNELGs may be composed of two stellar components, as observed in other nearby low-mass starburst galaxies. Given the small number of objects in our sample, however, this preliminary result needs to be confirmed with larger data sets. In general, we distinguish a compact, bluer region within R e that can be identified as the starburst region and a diffuse, generally redder and exponentiallike component in the outer part. The presence of this underlying component suggests the existence of a stellar population formed previously to the current burst of star formation. The effect of such an older population on the luminosity evolution of CNELGs is discussed below.
THE CNELG-SPH EVOLUTIONARY SCENARIO REVISITED
In this section, we address whether CNELGs may evolve into today's Sph galaxies given the new evidence for an older underlying population. We include in this analysis seven other CNELGs whose structural and kinematical properties are pub- Fig. 2.-(a) in kpc vs. in km s Ϫ1 for 12 CNELGs (pentagons) and four FBGs (squares). Velocity widths were increased by ∼30% to account for log R log j e the systematic difference between velocity widths and true circular velocities (Guzmán et al. 1996; Rix et al. 1997) . Identification numbers are listed in lished in Koo et al. (1994) and Guzmán et al. (1996) . The combined data set nearly doubles our previous sample. In Figures 2a and 2b , we show the and diagrams
for the combined sample as well as the schematic locus of various nearby galaxy types (see Guzmán et al. 1996; Phillips et al. 1997 ; and references therein). These two diagrams provide useful descriptions of the global structural properties of galaxies. As previously reported, the high blue luminosities and surface brightnesses of CNELGs, together with their small sizes and velocity widths, are consistent with their being low-mass ( M , ), extreme star-forming systems similar to nearby 10 M Շ 10 H ii galaxies (Koo et al. 1994 (Koo et al. , 1995 Guzmán et al. 1996) .
Since R e and j are roughly independent of the fading of the stellar population, the diagram allows a direct comparison R -j e between the properties of these distant, low-mass starbursts and those of nearby, quiescent stellar systems. The vast majority of CNELGs lie on top of the observed distribution of nearby Sph galaxies (SA 57Ϫ17731 and SA 57Ϫ7042 are in the transition zone between bright Sph and intermediate E galaxies). Although the position of CNELGs in this diagram may vary slightly as they evolve, we have argued that there is no evidence against CNELGs being related structurally and kinematically to today's bright spheroidals (Guzmán et al. 1996) . The FBGs, however, deviate from the Sph sequence, with Herc 13088, SA 57Ϫ4259, and SA 57Ϫ3605 having R e -and j-values more similar to those of irregular galaxies, and Herc 13925 being most likely a small spiral galaxy, as inferred from its disklike morphology and exponential light profile.
A key issue for the evolutionary link between CNELGs and Sphs is whether the former will fade enough to reach the low luminosities and surface brightness characteristic of the latter. Koo et al. (1995) concluded that, without previous or subsequent star formation, CNELGs can fade by mag. DM ∼ 4-7
B
Given the evidence for two stellar components in CNELGs, we reestimate the amount of fading using two-burst evolutionary population models of Sph galaxies (Schmidt, Alloin, & Bica 1995) . We assume that CNELGs are undergoing their last major burst of star formation, since galactic winds following the current burst are likely to remove most of the remaining gas (Guzmán et al. 1996) . The models describe the evolution of the blue luminosity, optical colors, and line strengths of a typical Sph (i.e., , and
that has experienced a second instantaneous burst of star formation 3 Gyr ago involving 1% and 10% of the total galaxy mass. We also use Leitherer & Heckman's (1995) a Rest-frame colors for objects 10-16 were derived from UJFN photometry. b Mass-to-light ratios are in solar units. Velocity widths used to calculate virial masses were increased by ∼30% to represent the true circular velocities (Guzmán et al. 1996; Rix et al. 1997) .
galaxy mass-to-light ratio within R e and ( ) color
predicted by the 1%, 10%, and single-burst models. In all cases, the variation in was derived from the change in blue (M/L ) B e luminosity predicted by the various models, assuming that the total galaxy mass remains constant and is normalized to This value is representative of Sphs over
a ∼4 mag range in blue luminosity. Superimposed on the models, we show the combined data set of 12 CNELGs (pentagons) and four FBGs (squares). Galaxy ratios were estimated (M/L ) B e via the virial theorem as described in Guzmán et al. (1996) . Given the typical uncertainty in our measurements and the overlap between the various evolutionary tracks, it is not possible to identify unambiguously the age and strength of the current burst for each galaxy.
However, the observed distribution of CNELGs in the -( ) diagram is statistically consistent with their (M/L ) B Ϫ V B e being Sph galaxies undergoing a second burst of star formation that involved ∼10% of the galaxy mass. Under this assumption, the age of the second burst in CNELGs is estimated to be in the range ∼0.01 to ∼0.l Gyr. The 10% second-burst model is thus used to predict the amount of fading for all objects but Herc 3618 and SA 68Ϫ6134, whose positions in the -( ) diagram are more consistent with the single-
burst model predictions. The predicted fading for each galaxy from its lookback time (t) until the present is listed in Table 1 and is typically less than ∼4 mag. This is 2-3 mag less than our previous estimate based on single-burst models. The fading does not depend greatly on the adopted value for H 0 . On average, these estimates differ from those derived using H ϭ 0 km s Ϫ1 Mpc Ϫ1 by less than ∼0.2 mag. 70 Figure 2b shows the predicted positions of the 12 CNELGs in the diagram after fading. Indeed, CNELGs do have
faded blue luminosities and surface brightnesses, as well as sizes and velocity widths, totally consistent with those of nearby bright Sph galaxies. Further support for the close evolutionary relation of CNELGs with Sph galaxies is provided by the intrinsic shapes of these galaxies. For instance, the average values of the faded blue luminosity and the power index n of the surface brightness profiles in CNELGs agree remarkably well with the observed distribution of bright Sph galaxies in the diagram (see Jerjen & Binggeli 1997) . A similar conclu-M -n B sion has been drawn from the comparison of the intrinsic shapes of nearby blue compact dwarfs and Sph galaxies (Sung et al. 1997) . Alternatively, the faded positions of FBGs clearly deviate from the sequence that Sph galaxies define in the diagram. In agreement with the discussion above on M -SB B e the diagram, the faded luminosities and surface bright-R -j e nesses of SA 57Ϫ4259, SA 57Ϫ3605, and Herc 13088 are more consistent with those values of irregulars. These faded values were derived under the assumption that there was no further episode of star formation after the current burst. Since irregular galaxies are currently forming stars, the amount of fading for these three galaxies was overestimated from our models. The "true" position of these objects after fading is more likely to be closer to that of the brightest irregulars (i.e., mag arcsec Ϫ2 ). A similar argument applies
to Herc 13925, which is likely to fade only ∼1 mag to become a low-luminosity (i.e., mag arcsec Ϫ2 ) M ∼ Ϫ20, SB ∼ 21.5 B e spiral galaxy. These results thus suggest that the majority of FBGs, typically more extended than CNELGs, are not related to today's Sph galaxies.
In conclusion, the new, larger data set analyzed here supports our previous claim that CNELGs are low-mass starburst galaxies that are likely to evolve into the present population of bright Sph galaxies. Our analysis includes the effect of an older underlying component on the total fading of the stellar population after the current burst evolves, assuming this burst involves ∼10% of the galaxy mass. This assumption is justified by the ( ) colors and ratios of CNELGs as com-B Ϫ V (M/L) e pared with two-burst galaxy evolution models. However, it would be possible to quantify directly the strength of the current burst from the rest-frame ( ) color maps of B Ϫ H CNELGs. These color maps have also proven key to determining unambiguously the extent and characteristics of the underlying population in nearby blue compact dwarfs (Salzer et al. 1998) . NICMOS imaging of CNELGs would be most useful for investigating the properties of the underlying population of these distant low-mass starbursts and their relation to similar galaxies today. PLATE L2
